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Our purpose at Living Our Priorities is to provide biblical and practical resources to help our readers
make time for what matters most; in the areas of faith, family and work. Our readers value products
and services that strengthen their relationship with God and others; financial stewardship,
hospitality, ministry resources, time management, and resources to help them care for their temple
(their physical body). 

SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWERS

5,439+ Followers
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 ABOUT  ANDRÉ AND TIMBERLEY GRAY

Like many, André  and Timberley
found themselves frustrated in their
marriage, and lack of time for God
and family. But once they learned to
live within God's priorities, it not
only changed their marriage, it
changed their life. Although they
were BOTH diagnosed with a
chronic illness, they learned to
prioritize their health, without
neglecting God’s priorities. Now they
find great joy inspiring others to do
the same.

  OPPORTUNITIES

Sponsored Posts
Newsletter Campaigns
Sidebar Ad Space
Giveaways
Speaking Engagements

 OUR COMMUNITY AUDIENCE
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LIVING OUR PRIORITIES 

livingourpriorities.com | info@livingourpriorities.com

MAKING TIME FOR WHAT MATTERS MOST 
GOD | SPOUSE | FAMILY | MINISTRY | WORK

male audience

12%



TOP TRAFFIC 

LOCATIONS

#1 United States 76%
#2 South Africa 4%
#3 Canada 3%
#4 United Kingdom 2%
#5 Philippines 2%

TESTIMONIALSAS SEEN ON... 
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ENGAGEMENT STATS

  EXPERIENCE HIS FREEDOM
 

    GRACEFUL ABANDON

"It was my sincere joy having Timberley Gray of Living Our Priorities as
one of the writers for my marriage series. Not only did she share
eloquently, and powerfully but connected with my audience in a genuine
way." ~ Angel Penn 

LET'S WORK TOGETHER

 
André and Timberley Gray 
info@livingourpriorities.com 

"Working with the Living Our Priorities team was a great experience and
I look forward to future collaborations. André and Timberley are
professional, provide excellent value, and live the message they so
beautifully share."  ~ Lisa Yvonne

"I have had the honor of working with André and Timberley Gray on
both a sponsored giveaway and guest post. Their insight, and biblical
teachings have been a blessing to both myself and my community. I am
humbled to have been able to work with them and look forward to more
collaborations in the future." ~ Tammy Rotzoll 


